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PRESS NOTE
Cadre Restructure in the Income Tax Department
- A farcical reform
There is a wide perception among the public that the Income tax Department has
not quite been able to nab the hardened tax evaders, but is inflexible in dealing
with the common public while processing returns, or issuing refunds, or other
services to the public.
While it is true that several attempts have been made to address these
concerns by the Department, it must also be admitted that to a large extent,
these concerns remain true. We regret to state that, in the forthcoming future,
things may actually grow worse for the common tax payer while trying to
handle their own tax matters.

Growing complexity in filing of returns
Meanwhile, the process of filing of returns has been radically revised,
requiring e-filing from a vast number of tax payers. This measure might have
simplified matters, but has instead complicated it further due to faulty and
cumbersome software design. The very act of filing an e-return by even ordinary
tax payers requires the help of techno-savvy consultants. TDS is handled by a
different agency, and tax returns are handled by another agency, resulting in
frequent mismatches. While earlier the officer concerned could offer relief on
such issues, at present the matter has to be sent to Bengaluru, which places the
tax payer at the mercy of an impersonal system.
On the other hand, Crores of money is spent each year on setting up of
Ayakar Sewa Kendras (ASKs), instead of utilising the same funds in devising
more user-friendly software.

Who can actually provide tax-payer services? Who collects
taxes?
The individual tax payer files returns of income to the Income Tax Officer
(ITO), or the Assistant Commissioner of Income Tax (ACIT) or the Deputy

Commissioner of Income Tax (DCIT), depending on the income of the individual
or business. These officers gather information, assess the income, pass orders,
issue refunds and collect tax dues. These works are supervised by the Joint
Commissioner of Income tax (JCIT), or Additional Commissioner of Income Tax
(Addl.CIT). Thus, these five grade of officers are the ones who are personally
involved with the services that the tax payer normally requires. It may also be
added that ACIT/DCIT grades handle almost 90% of tax collection, and almost all
the high net-worth tax payers.

Vacant chairs
Without offering excuses, we would like to draw attention to the fact that
the present working strength of Officers in the grades of Joint Commissioners
(JCIT), & Deputy or Assistant Commissioners (DCIT/ACIT) remains well short of
the existing sanctioned posts.
As on date, in the grade of Addl.CIT/JCIT, as many as 536 vacancies are
manned only on an ad-hoc basis. Even after these Ad-hoc measures, substantial
unfilled Vacancies remain in the grades of JCIT/Addl.CIT. Down the line, in the
grades of ACIT/DCIT, as many as 550 vacant posts remain unfilled.

Attempts to a Solution
A cadre review had been conducted by the CBDT in 2009, which tried to address
the lacuna in services and tax enforcement, and made several
recommendations. After four years, the Board has obtained approval from the
Union Cabinet for a cadre restructuring. On the 31st of May, 2013, the Central
Board of Direct Taxes notified that the Union Cabinet had approved additional
manpower for the Income Tax Department. It was stated that the proposal
involved an expenditure of 450 Crores. It was claimed that the services of the
additional manpower would yield additional collection of revenue of Rs.25000
crores per annum (over and above the present tax collections). It is also claimed
that High net-worth individuals will be brought to closer scrutiny. Above all, it has
been claimed that it will lead to better services to individual and corporate taxpayers.
However, we are shocked and alarmed that most of the constructive
advice has been ignored totally, and restructuring has been limited to mere
addition of manpower, mostly in the highest levels only.
Where the existing structure carries unfilled vacancies year after year, the
problem cannot be solved by creating additional posts which will only add to
that shortfall, but by devising methods of filling these unfilled vacancies by
direct recruitment or by promotions from lower grades. The department did not
need new posts as much as it needed strategies to fill up these posts.

A solution that increases the problem
A detailed calculation shows that the net working strength of ACIT will go down
from 1542 at present to only 960 after the new proposals take effect.
The total vacancies in the grade of ACIT will rise from 550 at present to
1954. The majority of these vacancies will remain unfilled for the next three to

five years. Even after five years, at least 600 posts of ACIT will remain
vacant.

How will such continuing vacancies be handled?
This problem will, as at present, be bypassed by conveniently asking each
existing officer to man multiple posts, which will inevitably lead to inhuman work
pressure, demoralisation, and further fall in standards of service.
This can never lead to better performance in the matter of providing
better services, or in nabbing the black-marketeer, or in collecting revenue.
The only possible way out was to fill all vacancies in the
cadres of ACIT/DCIT by promotions at one go, and thus be ready to man the
tasks ahead. However, this solution has been given the short shrift to protect the
narrow interests of the chosen few.

The secret Service
The entire process of designing the scheme and gaining Cabinet approval had
remained a hush hush job from the very beginning, and only a handful of senior
bureaucrats in the Central Board of Direct taxes were privy to the information
contained in the proposal. Even now that it has become public knowledge, the
CBDT refuses to inform the logical and numerical basis of the new proposal
which was shown to the Union Cabinet.
The reasons for such secrecy are now open to us. The intention was never to the
only intention was to reform the system, it was only to obtain higher promotion
prospects for a handful of very senior bureaucrats.
Sd/(Bhaskar Bhattacharya)
General Secretary.

